CODEPACKS
Your students’ ﬁrst experience building real websites,
apps and games with real code!
CODEPACKS from BSD Education empower every teacher to bring the
learning of digital skills to their students through an online learning
environment, real world relevant projects, resources, support and
training .

Self paced learning for all abilities

Authentic project scenarios

Learn coding and problem solving

Create websites, apps and games

Publish online in one click

BSD Education provides project based Technology Education
Curriculum for 8-18 year olds and comprehensive training and
support for teachers to over 160 schools in 9 countries. BSD’s
curriculum can be implemented immediately with no prior
experience necessary.

CODEPACKS
Projects created by
students automatically
go into their online
portfolio that they can
share.

Coding - 101
Take your ﬁrst steps in coding
HTML | CSS | JavaScript

5 hours content
Ages 8 to 14
(No Prerequisite)

Eye Chart

Trivia Game

Online Poster

Be introduced to elements of
HTML and CSS by tapping your
ﬁrst keys in code and creating a
real eye chart.

Begin coding in JavaScript to
create a fun customizable quiz
game and challenge your friends!

Create your ﬁrst website and
learn how to format, and add
images and links into your
projects.

CODEPACKS
Content Creator
Online content creation toolkit
HTML | CSS | JavaScript
6 hours content
Ages 8 to 14
(No Prerequisite)

Book Review App

Online Magazine

Multi-page Website

Create a review app to do book
reviews. Then export the project
and customize it to review and
compare just about anything.

Learn to build an online
magazine and adverts, to
unlock your own fully
customized online publication.

Unlock the ability, step by step,
to quickly launch a real website
to promote or inform people
about a project, business, event
or school play.

Creative Writer
Build tools for creative writing
HTML | CSS | JavaScript
7 hours content
Ages 8 to 14
(No Prerequisite)

Online Newspaper

Character Builder

Story Generator

Story Boarder

Use basic HTML and
CSS to create a real
news website to
discover non-narrative
writing. Create your own
tool to tell the stories of
the world to a global
audience.

Code a “randomizer”
to quickly generate
ideas, that will inspire
the characters or
narrative of your next
piece of creative
writing.

Suffer from “writer’s
block”? Code a basic
database to create a
story generator. Then
challenge your friends
to a quick ﬁre game of
brainstorming!

Code a storyboard to
visually share a summary
of a story, or layout
ideas. Storyboards are
used to do anything
from creating the
storyline for a new book
to planning a movie!

CODEPACKS
App Creator
Create helpful apps for everyday life
HTML | CSS | JavaScript
8 hours content
Ages 10 to 14
(Coding 101 Prerequisite)

Money Saving App

Digital Pet App

Experiment App

Budgeting App

Automated calculators
are everywhere. Code an
app to work out how
long you need to pay
back or save for
something.

Get an introduction to
variables in code to
create a digital pet and
think about how the
needs of your virtual
animal to feed, play
and sleep affect each
other.

Create an app to log
your experiments in
science. Share results
live with peers. Adapt it
to log exercise, sports
and music practice, to
progress in personal
projects.

Use objects to create
an interactive web app
tool that could help
you budget for a big
project and access the
world of data
visualization.

Game Builder
Create a collection of online games
HTML | CSS | JavaScript
10 hours content
Ages 12 to 14
(Coding 101 Prerequisite)

Football Crossing
Game
Score points against the
clock in this fully
interactive game. Code
your ﬁrst enemy AI,
design your players and
pit it all against the
countdown timer.
Exclusive Distributor
Partner

Whack-a-Mole

Mad Libs

Test your reﬂexes and
reactions by coding
your ﬁrst logic and
learn to build your very
own version of this
classic arcade game.

Take on this traditional
word game by building
it with code. The game
will generate a new
story every time with
potentially hilarious
results!

Further info contact: marketing@mangosteems.com
or visit www.mangosteems.com

Spaceman Coin
Collector
Create your ﬁrst ever
2D platformer game
and learn how to code
direction controls and a
scoreboard for your
players into your game.

